# Additional Computing Services on Campus

**Provided by UIT:**

http://www.yorku.ca/computing

## Printing Allocation

Graduate students who are registered in a York Masters or PhD program, will receive the following printing allocation:

- Masters - $300
- PhD - $300

Quota is refreshed annually on September 1st for graduate students who are registered in courses in a York Masters or PhD program. See link below for full details.

Students can print at the Computing Commons, William Small Centre and the York library.

http://psycentre.apps01.yorku.ca/drpl/content/printing-allocation-registered-graduate-students

## Support for Graduate Teaching Assistants

Teaching & Learning Support – programs and resources for TAs and graduate students:

http://teachingcommons.yorku.ca/

---

## Graduate/Faculty Lab BSB 162

Graduate/Faculty Lab – BSB 162 has 12 PCs reserved exclusively for the use of graduate students and faculty members in the department.

Our computer labs have a wide range of software including SPSS, SAS, AMOS, Microsoft Office, E-Prime, EQS, MATLAB, M-PLUS, NVIVO, etc.

Graduate students have access to the lab seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

Keypad Access is required for the Grad/Faculty lab. The code can be obtained from PRC staff.

Graduate students can pick up their Door Access card for the main entrance to the BSB building and the entrance to the computer lab in BSB160 (Typically available mid-Sept.)

http://security.info.yorku.ca/door-access/

## Teaching Lab BSB 159

Graduate students can also access the Undergraduate Teaching Lab – BSB159 (when not booked by classes). Course bookings are detailed on our website Bookings calendar and the display case outside of the main entrance to the PRC/Hebb Labs.
The PRC is primarily a reference library for Department of Psychology members.

**COLLECTIONS**

- Psychological testing material
- Therapy related material
- Reference tools
- Books
- Periodicals
- Dissertations and theses
- Research papers by faculty members
- Major/minor papers
- Internship related resources
- Other Psychology sources, links, sites
- Multimedia resources

The collections are reviewed, renewed and improved on a continuous basis. Your suggestions are welcome.

**TESTS**

Commercial tests. **Compendia tests** - (4170, 4000 and other undergraduate students should consult Compendia tests) [FIRST]

The PRC holds over 14,000 titles, including measures, surveys, tests in compendia, commercially published tests (including manuals, scoring keys, and some multiple copies of major tests), and tests from original sources.

A growing collection of Psychological testing software is installed on the PRC laptops for the use of Graduate students and faculty.

See our website for current holdings: [http://yorku.ca/psycentr > Catalogue > Test Software](http://yorku.ca/psycentr)

**SPECIAL SERVICES**

**INCLUDES:** (see website for most current list)

- Circulating laptops
- Psychological testing software, including software for WAIS, WISC, Conners, ASEBA, etc.
- Online Reservation option: [http://psycentre.app01.yorku.ca/drpl/content/reservations-yupc-reservations-assessment-loans](http://psycentre.app01.yorku.ca/drpl/content/reservations-yupc-reservations-assessment-loans)
- Resources to assist in locating psychological materials not held by the PRC
- Faculty reprints
- AV equipment
- Bookable Cubicles
- [http://yorku.ca/psycentr > Services > Reserve a Cubicle](http://yorku.ca/psycentr)
- **Survey Monkey Subscription** – allows you to create and mount professional surveys on the web (Expires October 31, 2016) – [Qualtrics](http://qualtrics.com) to replace it – implementation pending.
- Recommend a purchase
- Statistical Advising Service for Undergraduates
- Reserve shelf for graduate courses

Psychology department members have access to a wide range of computing services. There are two computer labs: the Teaching Lab (BSB159) and a Graduate/Faculty Lab (BSB162) with:

- Black & White printer – BSB 159
- A multimedia workstation with scanner and accompanying software (BSB 159F)

**MAP OF PRC/HEBB LABS**